


"It is not the critic who counts, 
not the man who points out how 
the strong man stumbled, or 
where the doer of deeds could 
have done better. 



The credit belongs to the man 
who is actually in the arena; 
whose face is marred by the 
dust and sweat and blood; who 
strives valiantly;



who errs and comes short again 
and again; who knows the 
great enthusiasms, the great 
devotions and spends himself in 
a worthy course;



who at the best, knows in the 
end the triumph of high 
achievement, and who, at 
worst, if he fails, at least fails 
while daring greatly;



so that his place shall never be 
with those cold and timid souls 
who know neither victory or 
defeat." THEODORE ROOSEVELT 
(Paris Sorbonne,1910) 
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Equipment and Weapons



FIELD 
RADIOS



SATCOM

ANTENNA



Snow climbing gear



Draeger rebreather, fins, mask



HK MP5SD



M4 with Nightvision Scope



Freefall Parachute Rig



Mixed Gas Rebreather



Navy SEALs



M60 E3 
Machine 
Gunner



M60 E3 
Gunner and 
Radioman



Four SEALs, View of Gear and Fins
(note the wide variety of individual gear)



Two SEALs



SEAL 
Sniper, 

M60 
Gunner 

and 
SEAL 
w/ 

M203



Two 
Machine 
Gunners



SEAL with 
Fins



SEAL Squad walks down hill to beach



SEAL Delivery Vehicle
(SDV)



Stern View



Starboard Aft View



Aft Compartment Facing Forward



Aft Compartment Facing Back



Forward (driver's) compartment 
facing forward



Forward compartment deck (note trim 
wheel in the center)



SEAL Insertion and
Extraction

(Insertion via fast rope, extraction 
via SPIE)



SEALs out the door



SEALs on the beach



Rigging up for SPIE extraction



Up and 
Away



SEALs 
overhead



VIDEO: SPIE lift off
from the beach





Underwater
Demolition Team
(UDT) Simulation





Miscellaneous



SeaHawk Prepares to drop Zodiac



HH-60 hovers above SEALs in 
Zodiac after drop



MKV SOC provides covering fire (note two 
crewmen on stern firing .50 caliber machine 
guns)



Videos



F/A-18 Hornet Strafing
and Bombing Run





F/A-18 Strafing
Run #2





Rubber Duck
airdrop via C-130
(RIB, then SEALs)





Two RIBs racing
past, close to

shore





Two MKV SOC
racing past,

providing .50 cal
covering fire





Lone PC cruising
close to shore,

covering fire via
two dual .50's





Special Thanks to
Richard for Serving his

Country



The End




